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On ~o-Sets Associated with Context-Free Languages 
M. LINNA 
Department of ~Iathematics, University of Turku, 20500 Tarku 50, Finland 
New families of oManguages (sets of infinite sequences) associated with 
context-free languages and pushdown automata re introduced. Their basic 
properties, uch as inclusion relations, closure under the Boolean operations 
and periodicity, are studied and compared with the corresponding properties 
of the families of oManguages accepted by finite automata. Moreover, anumber 
of solvability and unsolvability results are proved. The results obtained imply 
that there is a definite difference between the family of oManguages accepted 
by pushdown automata nd the family associated with context-free languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The sets of infinite sequences, called co-words, defined by finite automata 
were first investigated by Btichi (1962) from the point of view of logic. Since 
then these sets have been studied by many authors for the applications and 
for the interest of their own. 
As noted by Landweber (1969), as in the case of finite automata, the 
acceptance of ~o-words can be defined for other machines like pushdown 
automata, linear bounded automata, Turing machines, etc. The main purpose 
of our paper is to study how this generalization can be made in the case of 
pushdown automata. In particular, we are interested in some solvability and 
periodicity questions. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
The second section contains definitions and some hierarchy results of the 
families of oManguages introduced. 
In Landweber (1969), the family ~ - -  ~a ,  where ~ and ~d are the 
sets of oJ-words accepted by nondeterministic and deterministic finite 
automata, is characterized using deterministic automata. In Section 3 we 
modify this result so that the characterization does not depend on an auto- 
maton. Later on in Section 7 this new criterion will be useful in proving one 
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unsolvability result concerning the family of co-languages accepted by 
pushdown automata. 
In Section 4 we prove two periodicity results concerning pushdown 
automata nd context-flee languages. They are closely related to those in 
Ginsburg, Hibbard, and Ullian (1965) and Ginsberg and Greibach (1966) 
though their definition for a language to contain an infinite sequence is 
essentially different from ours. 
The closure results under the Boolean operations of the families defined 
in Section 2 are established in Section 5. The main results are the two general 
lemmas which show that certain problems concerning w-languages associated 
with pushdown automata nd context-free languages can be reduced to the 
corresponding problems of context-free languages. 
In Section 6 we complete the study of the inclusion relations between the 
~o-language families and state the results obtained as a diagram. 
In the last section we consider a number of solvability questions. It is 
shown that the emptiness and periodicity problems are solvable in the family 
of ~o-languages accepted by pushdown automata but unsolvable in the family 
of co-languages associated with context-flee languages. Furthermore, using 
the criterion from Section 3, we show that the problem of whether a given 
co-language accepted by a pushdown automaton is also in the family of 
oManguages associated with context-free languages i  unsolvable. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
Let V be a finite nonempty alphabet. By V* (resp., V ~) we denote the set 
of all finite sequences (resp., infinite sequences) of elements, called letters, 
of V. The elements of V* (resp., V °~) are called words (resp., m-words). By 
definition, V* contains the empty word ~. The length of the word P ~ V* is 
denoted by lg(P). By definition, lg(h) = 0. A language (resp., an co-language) is 
any subset of F* (resp., V°~). For languages L 1 and L2, L1L 2 denotes the 
catenation ofL 1 and Le and LI* is the catenation closure ofL 1 . 
The empty set is denoted by ¢ and the power set of the set S by P(S). The 
set theoretical operations of union, intersection, complement and difference 
are denoted, respectively, by t J, ~, - and --. Moreover, C (resp., C) means the 
(resp., proper) set inclusion. The cardinality of any set S is denoted by [ S [ . 
A word P1 ~ V* is called an initial subword of an element P~ ~ V* u V% 
denoted by P1 ~< P2, if and only if (iff) there is an element P3 ~ V* ~A V °~ 
such that P2 = P1Pa • I f  P3 =/= ~, then P1 is termed a proper initial subword 
of P~ which is denoted by P1 < P2 • 
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Let L C V*. We define two co-languages l imL and L ~ as follows: 
l imL = {P e V °) l P = P~P2 "'" P~ "", PIP2 "'" P,  eL  for all i >/1}, 
L °~ = {Pe  V °~ ] P = P~P2 "'" P,  "", Pi eL  and lg(P,) >/1 for all i >/1}. 
For a family ~c¢ of languages, let 
lim ~" = {limL I L e ~o}. 
Af in i te  (nondeterministic) automaton (FA) is a quadruple A = (V, S, f, So), 
where V is an alphabet, S is a finite nonempty set of states, S o C S is the set of 
initial states, and f is the transition function from S X V to the set of subsets 
of S. AFA A is deterministic (DFA)  iff [ So [ = 1 andf(s,  a) has at most one 
member for any s e S and a e V. I f  f (s, a) always has exactly one member, A 
is said to be complete. The language accepted by a FA A with respect o the 
setF  _C S, called the set of f inal states, is defined as usual: 
L(A,  F)  = {P e V* [f(s 0 , P) c3 F @ ¢ for some s o e SO}. 
For the family of regular languages, we use the symbol ~.  
For an co-word P = ala 2 "" a~ "" with each a, e V, an infinite P-path %~, 
called an co-path, is an infinite sequence 
= (So ,  a l ,  sl)(s , a2 ,  - "  - "  (2.1) 
of triples, where si e f (s~_ l ,  ai) for each i />  1. The co-word P is called the 
label of ~r~. For (2.1), we shall use the abbreviation ~-~ = SoS 1 "" s, "" if the 
label of rro~ is understood. 
For an co-path %~, define 
In(%,) = {s e S ] s = s~ for infinitely many n}. 
Let now F C S and f f  C P(S) .  Following Eilenberg (1974), we define. 
D~FINITION 2.1. An co-path rro~ is successful (with respect o F)  iff 
s o e S O and In(rr~) ~ F =/= 
and strictly successful (with respect o ~ ' )  iff 
s o e S O and In(Tro~) e ~-. 
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For A = (V, S, f, So), define two co-languages accepted by A as follows: 
L,~(A, F) = [P ~ V ~ I P is the label of some successful co-path}, 
L~,(A, ~)  = {P ~ V ~' L P is the label of some strictly successful co-path}. 
The corresponding two families of co-languages accepted by finite automata 
(resp., deterministic finite automata) are denoted by ~o~ and ~,  (resp., 
~a  and ~@~,), respectively. 
The following theorem was proved by Biichi (1962) and McNaughton 
(1966). New elegant proofs are given by Choueka (1974) and Eilenberg (1974). 
THEOREM 2.1. The family ~ is closed under the Boolean operations. 
:]loreover, R~, = ~ = ~,  . 
The following example shows that ~a  is properly included in ~o and that 
~a  is not closed under complementation. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let V = {a, b}. Then the co-language L = V*{b} °' is in 
~o  but not in ~a .  More strongly, it can be shown (see the method in 
Eilenberg, 1974, p. 390) that there is no language L 1 such that V*{b}°'= 
l imL 1 . 
Consider next the complement of L with respect o V °'. It consists of all 
co-words P such that #~(P), the number of occurrences of a in P, is infinite. 
Let A = (V, {So, Sl} ,f, So) be the DFA, where f(so, a) ~-.f(sl, a) = s~ and 
f(s0, b) = f ( s l ,  b) = s o . Then obviously £ = L(A, {sl}), i.e., /, ~ .~a.  So 
~o a is not closed under complementation. 
A pushdown automaton (PDA) is a 6-tuple M = (S, P),  Pz , f ,  So, Zo), 
where S is a finite nonempty set of states, V 1 and V z are two finite alphabets, 
the input alphabet and the pushdown alphabet, s o ~ S is the initial state, 
z o ~ V z is the initial pushdown letter and f is a partial function from 
S × (/~) w {A}) × V z to the set of finite subsets of S × Vz*. 
A PDA M is said to be deterministic (DPDA) iff f is a partial function 
from S × (IT L){h}) × Vz to S × Kz* and for any s c S and z~ Vz ,  if 
f(s, a, z) is defined, thenf(s, a, z) is undefined for all a e K 1 . 
A configuration c = (s, Q) is an element of S × Vz*. For a e V I u {h}, we 
write 
(s, qz) ~ (s', 9Q0 (2.2) 
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iff (s', Q~) ~f(s ,  a, z). The formula (2.2) is called a mo*e of M, and in partic- 
ular, if a = A, it is called a A-move. A finite sequence of moves 
a 1 a 2 a~z 
C O c l  ~ " ' "  -~  cn ,  ,~ .~ 
where n >/0, ai E VI U {A} for 1 ~< i ~< n and ci = (s~, Qi) for 0 ~ i ~< n, 
is called a computation, and for P = ala 2 "" a~, (2.3) is called a P-computation 
and is abbreviated by C = Coq ." cn if the label of C is understood or in 
short 
P ,  
C O ---+ C n . 
Respectively, an infinite sequence of moves is called an co-computation. 
The language accepted by a PDA M with respect o the set F _C S is defined 
by 
P ,  
L(M,F )  = {P ~ VI* I (So, Zo) -~ (s, Q) for some s EF  andQ ~ V'z} .  
For an co-computation Co = Coq "'" cn "", define 
In(C~) ~- {s E S I s = s n for infinitely many n}. 
Let F _C S and ~- C P(S) .  
DEFINITION 2.2. The ~o-computation C~ = Coq "" c~ "" is successful 
(with respect o F) iff the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) c o = (So, Zo); 
(ii) In(C,) nF  #6;  
(iii) an # A for infinitely many n. 
Furthermore, C~ is strictly successful (with respect o ~)  if the condition (ii) 
above can be replaced by 
(ii)' In(C~) z Y .  
For M-= (S, VI , V z , f ,  So, Zo) , define two co-languages accepted by M 
as follows: 
L~(M, F) ~ {P E V F 1 P is the label of some successful co-computation}, 
L j (M,  ~)  = {P E V F [ P is the label of some 
strictly successful co-computation}. 
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The corresponding two families of ~o-languages accepted by PDA (resp., 
DPDA) are denoted by ~ and ~o '  (resp., ~a  and ~a) ,  respectively. 
For a context-free grammar (CFG), we use the notation G = 
(VN , VT , Xo , P), where 1~ N and V T are the nonterminal nd terminal alpha- 
bets, respectively, X o 6 V N is the initial letter and P is the set of productions. 
In derivations we use the relations => and G. The language generated by G 
is denoted by L(G). The families of context-free and deterministic ontext-free 
languages are denoted by W~" and ~ ' ,  respectively. 
Next we prove some inclusion relations between the ~o-languages defined 
in this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following equalities hold: ~o~ a = lim ~,  ~f~ = ~,  = 
~, ,  ~a  _= l im~,~f ,  ~ = ~, .  Moreover, ~a  C~o~ C~a, C_.~o~, 
~oa C~oa C~a, , ~oa C lim c#~ -.
Remark. In Section 6 we shall prove that the inclusions are all proper and 
show what families are incomparable (see the diagram in Sect. 6). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The first equality is proved in Eilenberg (1974), 
p. 380. The second follows by Theorem 2.1. The proof of the third equality 
is analogous with the first one. Consider next the equality ~ = ~, .  Let 
L = L~(M, F) for some PDA M. Then L = L~.(M, ~) ,  where 
= {s~ [ s~ _c s,  & c~F ~¢}.  
Thus ~o, - ~ ' -  
To prove the reverse inclusion, assume that L =L~,(M, ~-), where 
~I  --  (S, V1, Vz ,  f, so, %) and ~- = {S 1 ,..., S~}. We shall show that for 
every Si , 1 <~ i <~ n, one can construct a PDA Mi such that 
L~(M~ ,F~) = Lo;(M, {S~}). 
Since 
n ~.  n f 
L = U L~,(M, {S,}) U Lo,(Mi, ~) 
i=1 *=1 
and ~o~ is closed under union (this is an easy verification), we then have 
L ~ .  So it suffices to consider the case ~- = {$1} only. 
Let S a = {s 1 .... , sin} and 
P(S l )  - {4} = {T, ,..., T~}, 
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where 2/" k = S~. 
where 
Construct the PDA ~I 1 = (S u S', V1, Vz , f l ,  So, Zo), 
s '  = {s,; ] 1 ~<i~<m, 1 <~j<~k} 
and f l  is defined as follows: For any a ~ V 1 v3 {A} and z ~ Vz ,  
fl(s, a, z) =f (s ,  a, z) <o {(s,,, Q) I (s,, Q) cf(s, a, z), {s,} = T~-} 
for s ~S,  
fl(si,, a, z) = {(s,,/, 0)  ] (s~,, ~) ~f(s i ,  a, z), T, 0 {s,,} = T,,} 
fo rs ,~S ' ,  1 <~ i <~ m, 1 <~ j < k, 
f~(s,k, a, z) = {(si'j" , Q) ] (s,, , Q) ~ f(si , a, z), [s,,} = T/} 
fo r l  <~ i ~ m 
and in all other cases f l  is undefined. Finally, let F 1 = {s,~ ] 1 ~< i ~< m}. 
Now it is easy to verify that L~(M~, F1) = Lj(3/I, {$1} ). Thus ~o,, _C ~o~ and 
so we have ~,o" = ~ • 
Finally, all of the inclusion relations follow immediately from the definitions 
or the equalities proved above. 
3. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FAMILY ~o-  ~4 
Landweber (1969) has given a characterization f the family -~o~ -- ~a  in 
terms of deterministic automata. In this section we modify this result so 
that no automaton is needed. Later on in Section 7 we use this new criterion 
in proving one solvability result concerning the families ~o, and lira ~o w. 
In the following, let A = (V, S, f, So) be a fixed but arbitrary DFA and 
C P(S). 
DEFINITION 3.1. For P~ , P2 ~ V*, 1)1 < P2 , the state path determined by 
the interval P1, P2 is defined as R(P1, P2) = {f(s0, P-) I P~ ~ Pa ~<- P2}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For s a S, the set of realizable cycles is defined as 
~s = [R(P1, P2) I f (s0 ,  P1) = f(so , Po.) = s, P1, P~.~ V*}. 
The results in Landweber (1969) concerning the family 2@o, --  -~o, ~ can be 
stated as follows. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let L =L~, (A ,~) fo r  some DFA A. Then the foUowing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L q i~a;  
(ii) There is no language L 1 such that L = lim L1; 
(iii) There exist s ~ S, F 1 e ~ (3 o~s and F 2 E o~s such that F 1 u F 2 ~ ~,~. 
We now prove 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(iii)' 
and 
P~oq. 
The condition (iii) can be replaced by 
There exist words P1 in V*, P2 and Pa in V + = V* -- (h} such that 
P~(P2Ps*)* Pa o~ C_L (3.1) 
p~(p~p~*)o~ n L = ¢. (3.2) 
Assume first that (iii) holds. Then there are words Q1 in V*, Q~ 
and Q3 in V + such that f (s o ,Qx)=s ,  f(s, Q i )=s  for i=  1,2 and 
R(QI, Q1Q2) e ,~,  R(Q~, QaQ2Q~) ~ o~. Thus the words P1 = Q1, P2 = Q2Q3 
and Pa ~ Q~ satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). 
Conversely, assume that the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) hold. We shall show 
that there is no language L1 such that L = l imL 1 . By Theorem 3.1(ii), 
this implies (iii). Assume the contrary: L = l imL 1 for some language L x . 
Since P1P2P3 ~° eL ,  there is an integer k~/> 1 and a word R l such that R 1 < P~ 
and 
Q1 -~ P1P2p~iR1 EL 1 . 
Let P8 --  R1RI'. Since Q1RI'P2Pa °~ eL,  there is an integer k S >/1 and a word 
R~ such that Rz < Pa and 
Q~ = Q1RI"P2P~R2 eL 1 . 
Continuing in the same way it can be verified that there are positive integers 
kl ,  k 2 .... and words R1, R e,... and RI' , R2',... such that for all i />  1, 
P3 = R iR(  and L 1 contains each word Qi,  where 
- -  P k~ Q1 = P1Pzp~IR1 and Qi - Qi-IRi-IP2Pa Ri for all i > 2. 
Let Q be the o~-word such that Qi < Q for each i >/1. Then Q ~ PI(P2P3*) ~ 
and so Q qIL. This is a contradiction. 
643/3 xl3-6 
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4 .  PER IODIC ITY  
DEFINITION 4.1. An co-word P e V ~ is said to be ultimately periodic iff 
P = P1P;  ~ for some words P1 and/)2 in V*. 
In this section we show that every nonempty ~o-language in ~ contains at 
least one ultimately periodic o J-word. We also show that the same is not true 
for lira c~- .  
First we introduce some auxiliary concepts and prove the basic lemma 
which will be needed also later on. 
For a PDA M = (S, VI ,  V z , f ,  So, Zo) , states s 1 , s~, s~ e S and letters 
z 1 , z,, e V z , define the languages 
Ls ,~ = {P e V~* [ (So, Zo) f~*  (s~ , QzO for someQ e V'z} ,  
L~',~(s9 = {Pc  VI* [there exist words Pa and P2 such that P = P1Ps and 
(sl , zl) e l ,  (sa , Q,) -~ * (s= , Q~z2) for someQ1 ,Q2 e V 'z} .  
I f  M is given,it is easy to construct PDA M s and M 2 accepting the languages 
defined above. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a PDA.  Then PeLo~(M,F)  iff there exist seS ,  
s F e F and z ~ Vz such that 
p s,z ¢o 
eLs,,(Ls,~(se)) ~ VF.  
Proof. Let P e L~(M, F). Consider a successful P-computation 
C~ = Coq "" c~ "., where c~ = (s~, Qn) for each n >/0.  By considering the 
lengths of the words Q,~, it can be verified that there is a factorization 
P = P1P~ "'" Pi "'" of P, s in S and z in Vz such that 
c ~*  c ~,  ~ ~* ..-~*~' -~*  0 n i n 2 " C'n, z " ' "  
where for each i I> 1, % = (s, Q'..~) for some Q" ~ v*~, 
P~ # :p 
(s, z ) -+*  (s, Q~z) for some Q~ ~ V* z 
and there exists a state s F e F and an integer mi such that n~ ~ m i ~ hi+ 1 and 
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where P; = P/P~?. Thus 
8, ~ ¢o P~L,..,(Ls.~(~e) ) N VF. (4.1) 
On the other hand, if (4.1) holds, we immediately get that P ~Lo~(M, ]3"). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1, we obtain the following 
generalization of the corresponding result for the family No,. 
THEOREM 4.1. I l L  ~ ~o, and L =/: ¢, then L contains at least one ultimately 
periodic co-word. 
Remark. Infinite sequences in connection with context-free languages 
have also been studied by Ginsburg, Hibbard and Ullian (1965) and by 
Ginsburg and Greibach (1966). Following them, a language L is said to 
contain a sequence ala 2 ... a,~ ..., where a~ ~ V, iff alae "" ai is inL for each i. 
Thus, our definition for lim L is essentially different. 
In Ginsburg and Greibach (1966) it is shown that i fL e ~  contains at 
least one sequence, then L contains an ultimately periodic sequence. The 
method used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 or, in particular, of Lemma 4.1 
applies also to this case. Thus, Theorem 4.1 is in fact a generalization of this 
result. On the other hand, in Ginsburg, Hibbard and Ullian (1965) it is 
shown that if L e c6'o~ contains at least one sequence, it does not necessarily 
contain an ultimately periodic sequence. The following example shows that 
the corresponding result holds also in our case. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the language L = {Pc V* [ P = Plba #b(pl), 
P1 e V*} over V-= {a, b}. It is generated by a CFG G, where the set of 
productions is {X---> b, X -+ aX, X--~ bXa}. For instance the ~o-word 
bbaba=baaba4b ".. is in lim L and so l imL =/= ¢. Let P be any ~o-word in 
lira L. I f  P -~ P1P2 '° for some P1 ~ V* and P~ E V +, then either 
(i) 
(ii) 
form a 1~. 
P contains a finite number of b's or 
there is an integer k > 0 such that P contains no subword of the 
On the other hand, if P ~ limL, then P contains an infinke number of b's 
and has, for every k, a subword of the form a ~. Consequently, l imL contains 
no ultimately periodic ~o-word. 
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5. CLOSURE RESULTS 
In this section we study the closure properties of the c~-languages defined 
in Section 2 under the Boolean operations. The main results are the Lemmas 
5.3 and 5.4 which show that certain problems (for instance, whether a 
family is closed under intersection) of the families ~ and lim ~o~ can be 
reduced to the corresponding problems of context-free languages. 
By Theorem 2.1, we already know that ~ is closed under the Boolean 
operations. Furthermore, by Example 2.1, we get 
THEOREM 5.1. The families lim ~,  lim ~ and lim ~ are not closed 
under complementation. 
Next we prove some positive closure results. 
THEOREM 5.2. The families lira ~,  lim~.~" and ~ are closed under 
union. 
Proof. The assertion for the families lira ~ and lira c~ follows, because 
and ~f~ are closed under union and for any two languages L 1 and L 2 , 
l imL 1 U l imL 2 = lim(L 1 w L2). For ~ ,  the claim can be proved using the 
standard PDA-construet ion for the union of two languages accepted by 
pushdown automata. 
THEOREM 5.3.  The family lim ~ is closed under intersection. 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, let L~ =L(A~ ,F~), where A~ = (V, S~ ,f~, So i) is a 
complete DFA, be given. Construct a DFA A = (V, S , f ,  So) , where 
S = {(Sl, s2) I $1 e S1, s 2 e $2} k.) {(Sl, s2) I Sl ~ S1, s2 ~ $2} 
v {(h, h) I h s s , ,  s~ e &}, 
s o --= (So 1, so s) andf i s  defined for all a e V as follows: 
f ( ( s l ,  s2), a) = ( f l (s l ,  a),f2(s2, a)) if s 1 ~ S 1 - -  F 1 
f ( (s  1 , s2), a) = ( f l (s l ,  a),fe(s2, a)) if s1 ~F1 and 
f ( ( s l ,  s~), a) = ( f l (s l ,  a),f2(sz, a)) if s 1 ~ S 1 and 
f((s l ,  s2), a) = (fl(sl, a),f2(s2, a)) if s 1 6 S 1 and 
f ( (s l ,  ~), a) = (fl(sl, a),f2(s2, a)) if s 1 ~ S 1 and 
and s 2 ~ S 2 , 
s 2 ~ S 2 , 
s~& --F~, 
32 ~F2 , 
s 2 ~ S 2 . 
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In all other eases the range o f f  is ~. Finally, letF = {(st, ~2) ! s, ~ $1, so ~ S2}. 
Then obviously l imL 1 n limL~ = limL(A, F) and the theorem follows. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A DPDA M is said to be loop-free iff for every P c V% 
there is a P-computation starting from the initial configuration. 
The following lemma is proved in Ginsburg (1966). 
LEMMA 5. I. I f  M is a DPDA,  then L(M, F) = L(M',  F') for some loop-fi'ee 
DPDA 3I'. 
The construction used in the proof of Lemma 5.1 is such that also the 
following lemma holds (see also the construction of Aho and Ullman (1973), 
pp. 186-188). 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  L =Los(M,  o~) for some DPDA M, then L = Lw(M' ,  o ~-') 
for some loop-fi'ee DPDA 31'. 
THEOREM 5.4. The family ~,  is closed under complementation. 
Pro@ Let L E ~a, .  By Lemma 5.2, we may assume that L = L#(M,  ~)  
for some loop-free DPDA M. Let o~'= P(S) -  ~ .  Then clearly 
L = L~.(M, Y ) .  
Now we prove two Iemmas which are very useful in proving the remaining 
closure results. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let L be a language over V and d ¢ V. Then Ld ~ c lira ~ iff 
Proof. The "if"-part is obvious. To prove the converse part, assume that 
Ld°~c lira egos. Without loss of generality we may suppose that A •L. Let 
Ld °~ = limL(G), where G = (VN, Vu{d},X0 ,P )  is in the Chomsky 
normal form, i.e., all productions are of the form X--> YZ  or X -~ a, where 
X, Y, Z E VN and a ~ V u {d}. Denote 
~]1 ~ {X ~ V N ] z• ~ d z  `for infinitely many k}, 
~-2 = {X ~ VN } X ~ N 1 and there exists an integer k > 0 such that X *~ dk}, 
N a =- {X ~ VN I X ~ XP  for some P ff N2 + and there exist P1 ff V+ and 
k /> 0 such that _32 *~ Pld"}, 
R ~ {(X, Y)  I (X -+ YZ)  e P, Z E N 1 and there exist P1 c V + and 
k >~ 0 such that Y ~ Pldk}. 
643/31/3-7 
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For X~VN,  let G x=(VN,Vu{d)  t J{x},Xo,Px),  where x6Vu{d} 
and Px = P u {X-+ x}. Furthermore, let G x' = (VN , V u {d}, X, P). 
Define the homomorphism h from V u {d} u {x} into V as follows: 
Consider the languages 
and 
Finally, let 
h(a) = a for a E V, 
h(d)  = h(x) = ~. 
Lx  = h(L (Gx)  n V*{x){a}*) 
L '  x = h(L (G 'x )  n v*{a}*). 
(J LxL'x, and L2 = (.J LxL'r. 
XeN 3 (X, Y)eR 
The language L 1 L)L 2 is in c#o~ since c#o~- is closed under union, homo- 
morphism and intersection with regular languages. We claim that L x u L2 = L. 
Assume first that P ~L 1 , i.e., P ELxL' x for some X ~ N~. Then, for any 
k > 0, there is a derivation in G of the form 
X o *~ PIXP3 *~ p1xp4pa *~ PiXP4kpa *~ p1p2psp4kpa, 
where P1P2 = P, Pa, P5 ~ {d}* and/)4 ~{d} +. So P ~L. 
Assume now that P eL  2 , i.e., P ~LxL'r for some (X, Y) e R. Then there is 
a derivation in G of the form 
Xo *~ P1XP3 ~ P1YZPa *~ PIPuPaZP3, 
where PIP2 = P, 1)3, P4 E {d}* and Z E N 1 . Thus P ~L and so L x u L 2 CL.  
Conversely, assume that P~L and lg (P )= n. Let I VN[= m and 
K = max{k [ X *~ d k, X ~ Nz}. Since Pd °' ~ lim L(G), there is an integer 
r > (m - -  1) nK such that Pd r ~L(G). 
Consider now an arbitrary word Q over V+~ such that there is a derivation 
in G of the form 
Q*~Qld k fo rsomeQa~V + and k>/ /0  (5.1) 
The word Q can uniquely be written in the form Q = Q2XQ~ such that in 
(5.1) 
O~ ~ Q,,  X ~ Osa% f2~ *~ a ~-~1, 
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where Q5 =/= A, Q4Q5 = Ol and 0 ~< h 1 ~< k. Call the nonterminal X the 
critical nonterminal of Q in the derivation (5.1). 
Consider a derivation of Pd r of the following form: 
X o ~ P1X1Q1 ~ PIP2X.,Q2Q~ ~ P~P~PaXaQ~Q2QI 
=> "'" ~ PIP2"'" P,_,P,X,Q Q,_~ ...Q~Q~ (5.2) 
=> 1"1"'" P f lQ , " "  Q~ * P'ad~ = Pd~, 
where aeV,  / ) I ' "P**=>P' ,  Q.~.- .Q~Nd ~and for i= l , . . . , s ,P~,  Q~ 
Vu u {A} and Xi is the critical nonterminal of the word P~ ... PiX, Q~'"Qt  
in the derivation (5.2). Since G is in the Chomsky normal form, such a 
derivation surely exists. 
If  now for some i, 1 <~ i ~< s, Qi c N1, then clearly P eLx,_Lx,  CLz .  
Finally, assume that Q; q} N~, i.e., Q~ e N2 w {A} for all i, 1 ~< i ~< s. 
Then, by the definition of K, we have s >/r /K  > (m -- 1) n. This implies, 
that there are integers i and j, 0 ~< i < j ~< s, such that in (5.2) P,+I "'" Pj = A, 
X i=Xj "  and Qj . . .Q i+IEN2 +. Thus X i~Na and P~LxLx ,  C_L,. So 
L CL1 v)Lz. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let L be a language over V and d 6 V. Then Ld °~ ~ ~ i f f  
Proof. Again, the "if"-part of the statement is obvious. To prove the 
converse part, assume that Ld °" = L~(M, F), where 3I  = (S, V k) {d}, Vz ,  f, 
s o , z0). Denote 
\81~F 
Let  ]VI 1 = (S u S '  u {SF} , r U {d}, r z , f l ,  So, %) be the 
S '  = {s' I s ~ S}  and f l  is defined by: 
fl(s, a, z) = f(s, a, z) for all s ~ S,  a ~ V and 
fl(s, A, z) = f(s, A, z) V3 {(t', 9) I (t, Q) ~ f(s, d, z)} 
fa(s, A, z) -= f(s, 2~, z) va {(sF, A)} 
fl(s', A, z) = {(t', Q) [ (t, o) ~f(s, d, z) v3 f(s, A, z)} 
L(s', A, ~) = {(,~, A)) 
otherwise undefined. 
We claim that L(Ma, {st})=L.  
PDA, where 
z~Vz ,  
if (s, z) ql R, 
if (s, z) E R, 
if (s, z) q~ R, 
if (s, z) ~ R, 
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Let first P ~ L(I}I1, {sF} ). Then there is a computation i  M 1 of the form 
(So. Q z.) --. Q,). 
where (sz , zz) ~ R, Qx ~ Vz + and Qz ~ Vz*. Thus in M there is a computation 
d ~ 
(So, %) ~-~* (s~, Q~) ---->* (so, Q,,z2) for some k >/0. 
Since (sz, zz) ~ R, we have Pd °' ~L~(M,F)  and so P~L.  
Conversely, assume that P = a 1 ' "a  n ~L, i.e., Pd ~° ~Lo~(]l'I , F). Then in a 
way similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.1 it can be verified that in M 
there is a computation of the form 
an d Icl 
(So, ZO) a l ' "an-~* ($1, ~01) -----+ (S2,92) ------~* (S3, Q:3ZB) 
where k i > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, s ~F, Q~ , Q2 ~ Vz + andQa, Q4 , Q~ ~ Vz*. Thus 
we have (s~, z3) c R. This implies that in J//1 there is a computation of the 
form 
(So. Q,) Q,) 
for some (sa, zs) e R and 06 e Vz*. So P EL(M1,  {se} ) and the claim holds. 
THEOREM 5.5. The families lim ~.~o~, lira W~, ~,  and .~ are not closed 
under intersection. Moreover, 3o, is not closed under complementation. 
Proof. The o J-languages 
L 1 = {wb~dd °' [ i , j  ~ l} and L 2 = {alb~c'd ~] i , j  ~ 1} 
are contained in every family mentioned in the theorem. Consider the 
co-language L =L1  C~L2 = {aibic~d'°[i ~ 1}. It is well known that the 
language {aibid [ i ~ 1} is not in ~o~. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, this implies 
that the families lim cg~- and -~ and, by Theorem 2.2, also the families 
lim ~ -  and ~a are not closed under intersection. 
Finally, since ~ is closed under union and not closed under intersection, 
it cannot be closed under cornplementation. 
Remark. In Linna (1975) the Theorem 5.5 is proved without using the 
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. 
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THEOREM 5.6. The families lim ~ "  and ~ d, are not closed under union. 
Proof. Consider the co-languages L~ and La defined in the preceding 
theorem. By Theorem 5.4, ,~a, is closed under complementation. So/,1 and 
/~2 are in .~ , .  It is easy to show that they are even in lira ~c~o~. If  now 
~a, or lim ~cf.~- were closed under union, we should get a contradiction 
L~ n L2 = L~ w/2~ ~ ~a, .  This ends the proof. 
Table I summarizes the closure results obtained in this section. 
TABLE I 
Closed under lim R R~o lim DCF P~. lim CF Pw 
Union Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
Intersection Yes Yes No No No No 
Complementation No Yes No Yes No No 
6. INCLUSION RELATIONS 
THEOREM 6.1. The following inclusion relations hoM: ~o~aC~C 
.~a, C ~,  ~a C ~a C ~, ,  .~ J  C lim egos. Moreover, the pairs (.~o, ~S) ,  
(~o~, l im~ff ) ,  ~a (- o~', lim c~.~7) and (~o~, lim ~)  are incomparable. 
Proof. By Example 2.1, we have ~aC~.  Since the ~o-language 
L={a '~b~c~ln~l}c~ac~ a, but L~o,  we also have ~C,~a, .  
Moreover, .~a, C~ by Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. Since L 6~a but L ¢.¢~ a, 
we have ~a C ~coa. By Example 2.1 and Theorem 5.4, ~a  C~a,  . Finally, 
Theorem 4.1 and Example 4.1 imply that ~oa C limCG~ -. Thus we have 
proved the inclusion relations. 
Considering Example 2.1 and the ~o-language L defined above we observe 
that ~ and ~a and also ~ and limCgff are incomparable. Moreover, 
~a, ~ lira c~o~ by Example 2.1, lim c~= ~ ~a, by Theorem 4.1 and Example 
4.1, -~  f lim c~-~ by Example 2.1, and lira c~-  ~.~ by Theorem 4.1 and 
Example 4.1. 
Remark. It is well known that the family ~ is closed under substitution. 
Apply now substitution to m-languages. For a family ~ of ~o-languages, 
define 
¢cv(G°)~ --~ {a(L) n V ~ [L ~ ~,  a is a context-free substitution and 
a(a) C V* for each a occurring in some word of L}. 
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By the definition of ~ ,  it immediately follows that ~ is closed under acF , 
i.e., ~oJ = acr(~o,),o. It can even be shown that 
~o, ~ ac~(lim ~)~. 
On the other hand, in Linna (1975) it is also shown that 
~,~ u lira cg~ C acv(lim ~o~)o~ = h(lim cgo~')o~, 
where h denotes homomorphism. 
In fact the family h(lim cg~)~ can be considered to correspond to the 
family of context-free languages in the same way as ~ corresponds to the 
family of regular languages. 
The hierarchy results obtained are illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 1. 
p,  = p~ l.irnCF 
R d = R /= R ld '~Fd = Jim DCF 
O01 r.aO O0 ~ 
"x!  d = tim R 
co 
FIG. 1. The hierarchy of the ~o-language families. An arrow denotes proper 
inclusion. Two families are incomparable unless they are connected by a directed path. 
7. SOLVABILITY RESULTS 
In this section we prove some basic solvability results. First we construct 
an algorithm for solving the emptiness problem in ~o, • It is based on Lemma 
4.1. 
Let L = Lo,(M, F) be given. The algorithm is the following. 
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1. For every pair (s, z) with s in S and z in Vz ,  construct a PDA 
accepting the language L,,~. 
2. Test the emptiness for every such language. 
3. For every pair (s~., zi) for which L,,.z, 4= ¢ and every state s ~F, 
8~,,Z i construct a PDA accepting the language Lsvzds). 
4. Test whether 
for some i and s ~ P. 
5. By Lemma 4.1, L = Lo(3//, F) v~ ¢ iff (7.1) holds for some i. 
The following theorem shows that there is a significant difference between 
the families ~ and lim ~- .  
THEOREM 7.1. 
lira c~y. 
Proof. 
(1973)) 
Consider an arbitrary Post correspondence 
PCP = (V2 , n, o~, /3), 
where V~ = {a, b}, n ~ I, a = (~1 ..... ~) , /3  = (131 .... , fin) and ai,/3~ ~ V+2 
for 1 ~< i ~< n. Define 
There is no algorithm for solving the emptiness problem in 
problem (Salomaa 
(7.2) 
and 
L(c~) = {ba~b ... ba%o% ... %~ [ k >~ 1, 1 <~ ij <~ n} (7.3) 
L(/3) = {bai~b ''' bailc/3q "" /3¢~ [ k ~ 1, 1 ~< ij ~< n}. (7.4) 
It is well known that L(~) and L(fi) are context-free languages. Consider the 
context-free language L = (L(a) e)*L(fi) c. Obviously, l imL =/= 6 iff PCP has 
a solution. Consequently, the emptiness problem is unsolvable in lim ~f~-. 
Remark. In Linna (1975) it is also shown that the problem of whether 
L = V ~ for a given oManguage L over V is solvable in -~ ,  but unsolvable in 
go  (3 lim ~- .  In ~, ,  using the loop-free property, this problem can be 
reduced to the emptiness problem in ~, .  The unsolvability in ~ • lira ~f~- 
can be proved almost in the same way as the unsolvability of the problem of 
whether L 1 = V* for a given L 1 ~ ~fo ~ over V. 
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By Theorem 4.1, L ~ ~ and L ¢ ¢ iff L contains at least one ultimately 
periodic co-word. So the periodicity problem for ~ ,  i.e., the problem of 
whether an co-language L ~ ~ contains an ultimately periodic co-word is the 
same as the emptiness problem for ~ .  
By the proof of Theorem 7.1, we also have 
THEOREM 7.2. Let L ~ lim ~g~-. There is no algorithm for deciding whether 
L contains an ultimately periodic co-word. 
In Section 3 we have shown when a given L ~ ~o) is in ~o) --  ~o~ a. The 
following example shows that the same criterion does not apply to the dif- 
ferences ~a, __ lim ~Y and ~o -- lim ~- .  
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let M = ({So, sl} , {a, b}, {z0, zl}, f, So, z0) be the DPDA,  
wheref  is defined as follows: 
/(So, a, Zo) = (So, ~o~1), 
f(So, a, zl) = (s0, ZlZl) , 
/ (So,  b, ~)  = (,1, ~), 
y(sl, b, ~1) = (sl,  a), 
f (h ,  a, ~o) = (So, ~o~) 
and in all other cases f is undefined. Let ~- = {{So} }. Then 
L = L#( .M,  ~)  = {P  ~ {a, b} ~ ] P = a ~ or  P = a**lb'~la~2b ~2 ... an~bn~d ° 
withk~>l  andn i~>l  for 1 ~<i~<k}. 
Obviously, L :/: lim L 1 for each language L 1 . However, there are no words P1, 
P2 and P3 which satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). 
It would be interesting to have also the exact characterizations of the 
families #a,  _ lim ~c~-  and ~o~ -- lira W~. However, at the present ime 
no nice characterizations are known. 
By Theorem 3.1, there is an algorithm for deciding whether a givenL ~ ~ 
is in ~ofl. Next we prove that the corresponding result for the families ~ 
and lim cgo~ does not hold. The proof is based on the criterions proved in 
Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let L be in @~ . There is no algorithm for deciding whether 
L = lim L 1 for some language L 1 . 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary Post correspondence problem PCP = 
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(V o, n, %/3). Denote V a = {a, b, c} and Va = {a, b, c, d}. Define the lan- 
guages L(a) and L(]3) by (7.3) and (7.4). Let 
L(o~) - :  L(M~ , F~) 
and 
i,(~) = 2;(~,r-o, F~) 
for some DPDA 21f 1 = ($1, Va , V ' z , f l  , so t, Zo 1) 
tz 30 , ZO ). for some DPDA M-o ~ (S-o, V3,  Vz , fe ,  ~" e 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the symbols so t and zo 1 or 
so-o and zo-o occur only in the first configuration of every computation. Further, 
we may assume that the pushdown store is never empty and that Sj_ (3 S-o ~ 0 
and V'z  ~ Vz =- ¢. 
Let M = (S 1 v3 S2 v3 {So}, //~, V'z  u V z u {Zo}, f, So, z0) be the PDA,  
where s o and z o are new symbols and f is defined by: 
(a) f (s ,  x, z) =f l ( s ,  x, z) for x = a, b if s e S 1 and z + V'z,  
(b) f (s,  c, z) =.fl(s, c, z) if s e £'1 - -  F1 and z ~ V'z,  
(c) f (s ,  c, z) = {(So, zo), (So-o, z0'a)} if s eF  1 and z ~ V'z,  
(d) f(So, d, %) = {(So, zo)}, 
(e) .[(So, 2~, %) = {(So 1, Zol)), 
(f) f (s,  x, z) = fo.(s, x, z) for x ~- a, b if s ~ S 2 and z + Vz ,  
(g) f ( s , c , z )  =f2(s ,c , z )  if s~S-o - -F  e and z~Vz ,  
(h) f (s ,  c, z) = {(So 2, z0-o)} if s ~F-o and z ~ V z 
and in all other cases f is underfined. Finally, let F = {soe}. 
The action of M is the following. By rules (a) and (b) it simulates 2kl 1 . 
When a final configuration of M 1 is reached, the only next input is c. Then, 
by (c), M has two possibilities, either to go to the configuration (so, Ozo) or 
to (So-o , QZo ~) for some Q ~ Vz*. If the first is chosen, then, by (d), the input 
d may occur arbitrarily many times. From the configuration (So, QZo) M can 
reach, by (e), the configuration (so 1, QZo 1) and now M again simulates M 1 . I f  
M has reached the configuration (So-o, ~Zo-o), it simulates M-o by the rules (f) 
and (g). When a final configuration of M e is reached, the only next input is c. 
Then again M simulates M e . 
Let L = L(21~r, F). Define the aManguage L~ by 
L~ = d*(L(~) ~d*)* L(~) 4L(~) ~)'°. 
It  is immediately seen that L~,(_a/I, F )=L ,o .  
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Assume first that PCP has no solution, i.e., L(c 0 r~ L(fi) -~ ¢. By the 
definitions of L(c¢) and L(fi), if P ~L(fl) c, then for each P '  ~ Vs* , 
PP'  C L(~) (7.5) 
We claim that L~ = l imL. Clearly L~ C l imL. Let now P 6 l imL. Then P 
can be written in the form P = 1)1 ""P i  "", where P1 " "P ,  eL  for each 
i ~ 1. By (7.5), there is a P-computation i M of the form 
P2 , P~ , P ,+ I> ~ • . .  
(s0, ~0) ~*  (So ~, Q4~0 ~) -~  (~g, G~0 ~) - '~  "'" ~*  (~o ~, 9,~g) 
Hence, P~L~ and so Lo~ = l imL. 
Assume now that PCP has a solution. Then there is a word P inL(a) n L(fi). 
Denote P1 = Pc, P2 = d and Ps = Pc. Obviously, 
Pa(P~P~*)* Ps ~ CL~.  
On the other hand, 
because very w-word in Lo contains only a finite number of d's. Thus, by 
Lemma 3.1, there is no language L 1 _C V4* such that Loj = l imL 1 . 
Consequently, L~ ~ l imL 1 for some language L 1 C g4* iff PCP has no 
solution. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let L be in~ . There is no algorithm for deciding whether 
L is in l im ~.  
Proof. In the preceding proof, L~(3/I, F) -~ lim L(M, F) iff Lo~(M , F) -~ 
l imL 1 for some L1 _C V4* iff PCP has no solution. 
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